In this paper, we propose a new representation for multiview image sets. Our approach relies on graphs to describe geometry information in a compact and controllable way. The links of the graph connect pixels in different images and describe the proximity between pixels in the 3D space. These connections are dependent on the geometry of the scene and provide the right amount of information that is necessary for coding and reconstructing multiple views. This multiview image representation is very compact and adapts the transmitted geometry information as a function of the complexity of the prediction performed at the decoder side. To achieve this, our GBR adapts the accuracy of the geometry representation, in contrast with depth coding, which directly compresses with losses the original geometry signal. We present the principles of this graph-based representation (GBR) and we build a complete prototype coding scheme for multiview images. Experimental results demonstrate the potential of this new representation as compared to a depth-based approach. GBR can achieve a gain of 2 dB in reconstructed quality over depth-based schemes operating at similar rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiview image coding has received considerable attention in recent years. In particular, hardware technologies for the capture and the rendering of multiview content have improved significantly. For example, depth sensors and autostereoscopic displays have become popular in the past years [1] . This has led to novel immersive applications and thus to more challenges for the research community. One of the main open questions in multiview data processing resides in the design of representation methods for multiview data [2] , [3] , [4] , where the challenge is to describe the scene content in a compact form that is robust to lossy compression. Many approaches have been studied in the literature such as the multiview format [5] , light fields [6] or even mesh-based techniques [7] . All these representations contain two types of data. On the one hand, the color or luminance information, which is classically described by 2D images. On the other hand, the geometry information describes the scene's 3D characteristics, represented by 3D coordinates, depth maps or disparity vectors 1 . Effective representation, coding and processing of multiview data rely on the proper manipulation of these two types of information, i.e., luminance and geometry.
Since depth signals can be efficiently captured due to the advent of new sensor devices, the multiview plus depth (MVD) [8] format has become very popular in recent years. Depth information allows us to build a reliable estimation of scene geometry. With this information, encoders are able to extract the correlations between views [9] , and decoders can synthesize virtual views [10] . Many recent multiview video coders rely on depth signals to enhance their coding performance [11] . However, the representation of geometry with depth data has one main drawback: if lossy compression is applied to depth, as done in classical coders, the induced error makes it difficult to control the quality of synthesized viewpoint. This is the case even if depth gives a good estimation of 3D scene geometry. More specifically, uncertainty ∆ in the depth value (due to quantization for example) leads to a spatial uncertainty ∆ ′ when determining the correspondence between pixels in neighboring views. This is illustrated in Fig 1. Proper modeling of the impact of quantization on rendered view quality is in general difficult, even though it is crucial for solving classical problems such as rate allocation between depth and color signals in order to maximize the quality of the reconstructed views.
Note that, by nature, depth information represents the geometry of one view without considering any information about the predicted viewpoints. For example, the raw depth maps generally have too much precision given the view predictions they are supposed to perform. Instead of directly coding the raw depth maps with hard to control losses, a more efficient approach may consist of building a representation that captures only the information needed for the required view predictions, and then to perform a lossless coding of this new geometry signal 2 . This approach is similar to one based on the disparity vectors, even though these have a block precision in the current standards where they are employed. Hence, we investigate in this paper a solution for building "just enough" geometry information for coding a given set of views. The proposed approach considers only integer disparities that are obtained after a rounding operation on the float disparity values derived from the depth maps. This geometry information can be viewed as a dense disparity map, which explicitly contains the information to link pixels in different views.
We propose a new geometry representation format based on graph structures, called Graph-Based Representation (GBR), where the geometry of the scene is represented as connections between corresponding pixels in different images. In this notation, two connected pixels are neighbors in the 3D scene. As shown in Fig. 1 , they are derived from dense disparity maps and provide just enough geometry information to predict another viewpoint. In other words, before losslessly coding the geometry signal, GBR drastically simplifies it as a function of how it will be used at the decoder. This "use-aware" geometry compression allows us to control the error due to coding. While GBR representations offer a very generic format, we focus our study on the scenario where N views (color and depth), acquired at the encoder, are transmitted to a decoder that reconstructs the luminance images for all the N views. This scheme is illustrated in Fig 2. Throughout this paper, we compare our GBR solution, where geometry is represented by connections between pixels, to approaches where geometry Thomas 1 Note that no explicit scene geometry information is transmitted in the multiview case. 2 Note that this would be a lossy representation since only the information needed for rendering will be transmitted. view 2 disparity used by GBR d e p t h z spatial uncertainty due to lossy depth coding Fig. 1 : Pixel (r, c) in view 1 is associated to pixel (r ′ , c ′ ) in view 2, given its geometry (depth value z). An uncertainty ∆ about this pixel's depth leads to a spatial inaccuracy ∆ ′ in view 2. This basic observation is the origin of the main drawbacks of depth-based representations. In contrast, our GBR uses disparity values which are controlled lossy versions of depth values.
Fig. 2:
Our goal is to represent and code N viewpoints with ground-truth color and depth informations, with a low rate and high decoding quality.
is described by depth. We outline the importance of proper control of coding errors and show that it leads to a better view reconstruction quality.
In more detail, the GBR is constructed as follows. The first image in the set is represented by its color information. Then the GBR represents the new pixels of image 2 (i.e., pixels that are not present in image 1, such as disoccluded pixels) and link them to their neighbors in image 1 which correspond to the same 3D points in the scene. The same approach is repeated for all views (or a subset of them as explained later) until the N th view is reached. Hence, the resulting representation describes 3D points of the scene once and only once, i.e., the first time they are captured by one of the cameras, and links them through the different views in the graph. We build on [12] , [13] where the basic concept of GBR has been introduced and here we extend that work by designing a complete scheme, where luminance information is coded along with the graph information. Moreover, we take into account the errors in the connections and introduce residual images that allows us to correct minor geometrical distortions. Our GBR-based multiview coding scheme thus has to transmit one reference image, the graph connections providing the geometrical information, the luminance signal of new pixels of every viewpoint and finally some residual images. As a first prototype implementation, we make use of off the shelf tools: JPEG2000 for image and residual, and arithmetic coding for the graph.
Throughout this paper, we compare our approach to a simplified depth-based scheme. Rather than using the most recent standards, which apply depth-based intra prediction to each block, we build an hybrid coding scheme where depth-based prediction is used for the whole image, and prediction residuals are transmitted. Image by image, the current view (color and depth images) is predicted using the previous view and the corresponding depth, and then residuals for luminance and depth signals are sent. The residuals for luminance and depth correct the prediction errors and complete the information in the disoccluded regions. The reconstructed images eventually serves to build an estimate of the images from the following viewpoints. This simplified approach provides a more direct way of comparing depth-based techniques to our GBR approach, since in both cases, the encoder is required to use geometry-based prediction for all images, except for the first one. For depth image compression, we also use JPEG2000, which helps us to highlight the difficulties due to "blind" geometry compression. In this paper we provide a proof of concept implementation of our GBR, rather than optimized RD results. Our experiments nevertheless demonstrate that our GBR representation leads to an easier control of geometry compression artifacts than depth-based representation signals, leading to a better reconstruction quality.
Our GBR thus constitutes a promising alternative to depth-based representations that face the problem of geometry inaccuracies due to lossy compression of depth information. A number of approaches have been proposed recently to address this problem. In particular, some recent methods aim at improving rate-distortion performance of standard compression tools when applied to depth information. For that purpose, models of the error in geometry estimation due to traditional lossy compression of depth have been studied. In [14] , the optimization is done by experimentally simulating some practical RD points and choosing the best one. The minimization is done with a multi-resolution full search. In some other works, a rate-distortion (RD) model is developed [15] . For example, in [16] , the RD model is estimated region-by-region, corresponding to the different objects of the scene. In [17] , the RD analysis relies on some complex models for the image textures. In [18] , wavelet properties are used to separate the different components of the scene and to analyze object by object the consequence of inaccuracies in their depth values. Note that, regardless of the chosen RD model, optimization remains complex and strongly dependent on scene content and camera settings (baseline, geometry complexity, etc.). Instead of optimizing standard codecs as described above, another solution is to develop alternative coding tools for depth maps in order to enhance the control of depth compression. The main observation in these approaches is that depth maps have sharp edges but very smooth textures. The goal of these coding tools is to preserve the sharpness of the edges, while spending few bits on the flat or smooth parts. Examples of tools that have been proposed, include meshes [7] , new block formats [19] , graph-based transforms [20] and coding of depth edges [21] . These tools indeed permit to increase the performance of the depth-based coding schemes. However, they do not provide a better understanding of the effect of depth compression on rendering.
The same objective of reducing geometry inaccuracies has also be targeted by works that investigate alternative representations for multiview data. Similarly to GBR, the layered depth image (LDI) representation [22] , [23] avoids the inter-view redundancies in the signal description. More precisely, in both GBR and LDI, the 3D points of the scene are represented once and only once, which is not the case for light field, multiview or depth-based representations. In LDI [22] , [23] , the pixels of multiple viewpoints are projected onto a single view. The redundant pixels are discarded and the new ones (i.e., the ones occluded on this reference view) are added in an additional layer. This very promising representation has however the drawback of being dependent on the depth signal. Indeed, the LDI describes also the depth values in multiple layers. They are necessary at the decoder side for retrieving the viewpoints. Thus, the problem of controlling the error due to depth compression, mentioned for multiview-plus-depth format, still arises in LDI. A better control of these inaccuracies is achieved with GBR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present our GBR solution by introducing in detail the graph construction process and the view reconstruction technique. We then present the complete coding scheme for the transmission of multiview data with our GBR representation (Section III). Finally, in Section IV, we present various experiments to compare the depth-based scheme and the GBR approach and we show the benefit of representing geometry with graphs.
II. GRAPH-BASED GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION

A. Multiview image data
Let us consider a scene captured by N cameras with the same resolution and focal length f . The n-th image is denoted by In, with 1 ≤ n ≤ N , where In(r, c) is the pixel at row r and column c. We consider translation between cameras, and we assume that the views are rectified. In other words, the geometrical correlation between the views In depends on horizontal components. We also work under the Lambertian assumption, which states that each 3D point of the scene has the same luminosity when viewed from every possible viewpoint. We assume a depth image, Zn, is available at the encoder for every viewpoints, In, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Since the images are rectified, the relation between the depth z and the disparity d for two camera images is given by d = f δ z , where δ is the distance between the two cameras. In what follows, the geometry information is given by disparity values that are computed from the depth maps Zn and the camera parameters. Our goal is to design a compact multiview representation of these N camera images that offers control of the geometry information accuracy.
B. Geometrical structure representation
Before introducing our new data representation in detail, we analyze the effect of camera translation on the image content. Let us consider two images In and In+1 captured by cameras that are separated by a distance δ. Since we consider only full pixel displacements, the geometrical correlation between pixels in these two images takes the form of In+1(r, c) = In(r, c + d), where d is a disparity value. When this relation holds, pixels in certain regions in image In+1 can be directly associated to pixels in corresponding regions in In. These correspond to the elements of the scene that are visible in both images. Alternatively, the elements that are visible only from one viewpoint are often designed under the general name of occlusions, even if their appearance is not only due to object occlusions. More precisely, we can categorize these pixels that are present or absent only in one image, into four different types as illustrated in Fig. 3 . First, a new part of the scene appears in the camera because of camera translation. It usually comes from the right or left (depending on translation direction) and the new pixels are not related to object occlusions. They are called appearing pixels. During camera translation, foreground objects move faster than the background. As a result, some background pixels may appear behind objects and are thus called disoccluded pixels. Conversely, some background pixels may become hidden by a foreground object. These are called the occluded pixels. Finally, some pixels disappear in the viewpoint change, and they are called disappearing pixels.
We illustrate these different types of pixels and consider a row of the target image in Fig. 3 . Starting from the left border, we notice that the row first contains several appearing pixels, and then some pixels of the reference image. Then, the row presents some disoccluded pixels before coming back to pixels of the reference image. After that, the row contains occluded pixels that correspond to a jump between pixels in the reference image. The rest of the row refers to the reference image until a series of disappearing pixels are depicted at the end of the row. We want now to describe the pixels in this target row in the second view by maximizing references to elements from the corresponding row in the first view. This can be achieved by navigating between the reference image and the "new" pixels of the target image. This navigation can be guided by connections between corresponding pixels in both views. We thus propose to construct a graph that is exactly made of these connections. This graph is derived from the depth information and the number of connections varies linearly with the number of foreground objects in the image. Similarly, the size of these connections evolves linearly with the distance between cameras and object disparities. A more formal description of the graph construction method is given next.
C. Graph construction
The proposed graph representation intends to avoid redundancies in the color information (i.e., only "new" pixels are described) and additionally to offer an intuitive description of the geometry information with links between corresponding pixels in different views. Generally, a graph with N levels describes 1 reference image and N −1 predicted ones and is constructed based on the depth maps Zn, 1 ≤ n ≤ N −1. Since the object displacement is only horizontal, we consider that the graph construction is independent for each image row. For each row, the graph is made of two components, which are described by two matrices Γ and Λ of size L × W , where L is the number of levels (i.e., the number of images encoded by the graph) and W is the image width in pixels. These two matrices respectively gather color and geometry information for all pixels in that row across all images. The color values in row r are given by Γr = [γ r i,j ] i≤L,j≤W and the connections in the same row are given by Λr = [λ r i,j ] i≤L,j≤W . In the graph construction, both matrices are initialized to 0, which means "no connection" and "no color value" respectively.
We now describe in details the construction of the graph. We show in Fig. 4 a graph construction example, with 5 levels that correspond to 1 reference view and 4 synthesized views. For the sake of clarity, we first describe in detail the graph construction of an arbitrary row r by considering only one predicted view I2, one reference view I1 and its associated depth map Z1. The first level corresponds to the reference view, and thus γ r 1,j = I1(r, j) for all j ≤ W . The connections then indicate the relation between the pixels in the current level and those in the next one.
Then, the connection values λ r 1,j and the color values γ r 2,j are assigned based on the following principles: • The pixels intensities are represented in the level where they appear first, which means that the second level only contains pixels that are not present in the reference image.
• The connexions λ r 1,j simply consists in linking these "new" pixels to the position of their neighbor in the previous level. More precisely, a new pixel represented at a level larger than 1 is hidden by a foreground object in the previous views. If this foreground object was not in the scene, the pixel would have been visible in the previous views, near the other background pixels. The "neighbor" in the lower level is thus the pixel just next to the disoccluded area. We describe now precisely how each of the pixel types in Fig. 3 is handled in our graph-based representation. First, for the appearing pixels, their corresponding values, γ r 2,j , are assigned without any connectivity information (they are implicitly attached to the side of the image). In the example of Fig. 4 , we see that the dark blue appearing pixel is stored in level 2 at its position in I2, i.e., it corresponds to γ r 2,1 . Similarly, for the disoccluded pixels, since they do not appear in the reference image, their color value is stored in the position γ r 2,j in the color matrix, where j corresponds to the pixel positions in the view I2. In Fig. 4 Fig. 4 , the foreground object is red. In level 1, the last pixel before this foreground object is at position 1 (light blue pixel). The graph thus links this pixel to the first disoccluded pixel of level 2. These two pixels are considered as neighbors. The disparity d of the background in the example of Fig. 4 is equal to 1, so 
The occluded pixels correspond to a jump in the reference view, since they represent color values that are absent in the second view, and only visible in the reference one. The jump value is stored in the connectivity matrix at the following two positions: 1) the last pixel of the foreground object (with a connection value equal to the foreground disparity) and 2) the last pixel of the corresponding occluded region (with a connection value equal to the background disparity). In the example of Fig. 4 , the last pixel of the foreground object 1) is at position 4 in level 1. Thus, we have λ r 1,4 = 3, since the red foreground object has a disparity of 3. Secondly, the last pixel of the occluded region 2) is at position 6 in level 1. Since the background disparity is 1, we have λ r 1,6 = 1. We notice that the two connections meet at c = 7 in level 2, which corresponds to the position of the last foreground pixel in level 2. This time, since no new pixel is contained in the second view, we do not store any value in the color vector. Finally, the disappearing pixels are simply indicated by a connection value at the position of the last preceding pixel. This connection value is equal to the background disparity. In the example of Fig. 4 , the first disappearing pixel is at position 19, thus λ r 1,18 = 1. For the next views, the graph construction proceeds in the same way, i.e., each view is connected to the previous one and constitutes a new level in the graph. This leads to H matrices Λr and Γr (H is the number of rows) that are concatenated in two 3D matrices Λ and Γ and constitute the complete GBR data structure.
The GBR construction strategy introduced above is presented in a general form in Algorithm 1. The inputs are two luminance views I1 and I2, the depth image Z1 and the distance between the two cameras δ. First, we convert the depth image into a dense disparity map (line 4 to 6). The non-integer disparity value is simply rounded to the closest integer since the current GBR implementation only handles such values. This operation induces an approximation error that is corrected by a residual image as detailed in Section III. Then, the graph construction is done row by row. The pixels of I1 are first inserted in the first level of the luminance matrix (lines 8 to 10). We then insert the appearing pixels on level 2 of the luminance matrix (lines 11 to 13). After this operation, we go through the dense disparity map of I1 and detect disocclusions (lines 21 to 27) and occlusions (lines 27 to 31). For building a graph with more than 2 images, one simply needs to repeat the operations from lines 11 to 39 for every predicted view, while taking as starting point the most recent view. Finally, the matrices for every row are concatenated in the 3D matrices Λ and Γ.
With the above graph construction method, the graph representation is sparse (only a small fraction of entries is non-zero) and avoids all redundancy in the color value description since the pixels values stored at a given level in Γr are only those that are not present in the lower levels. Another important advantage of this graph representation consists in the multi-level structure, where the connections in one level are related to connections in other lower levels and for a chain of connections. Therefore, a reconstruction algorithm only needs to go through these connection chains to reconstruct the different multiview images.
D. View reconstruction at the decoder
The graph information described in the previous section is used directly for view reconstruction at the decoder, which has access to graph components Γr and Λr for every row r. The reconstruction of a certain view requires the color values and the connections of all lower levels. The reconstruction of the color values in the current view is performed by navigating the graph between the different levels. This navigation starts from the border of the image at the level that needs to be constructed, then follows the connections and refers to the lower levels when no color information is available at current level. We show in Fig. 5 an example of a view synthesis for the image of level 2, based on the graph in the example of Fig. 4 . The pixel numbering is done with respect to the column index of I2, as in Fig. 4 . The reconstruction starts with the appearing pixel 1 at level 2 . Then, it moves to the reference level and fills pixel color values until encountering a non-zero connection. The first connection is after pixel 2 and links it to pixel 3 and 4 in level 2. After filling all the disoccluded pixels, the reconstruction goes back to the reference level and fills color information (5, 6 and 7) until the next non-zero connection (at pixel 7). The connection in 7 indicates an occluded region. Hence, the reconstruction algorithms jumps across columns in the reference view and continues the decoding of the pixels in the reference level for pixel 8 to 19 until it encounters the next non-zero connection (disappearing pixel). The reconstruction of the other views (i.e., the other levels of the graph) is done recursively. We see that the reconstruction process is very simple and that the required geometry information is captured in a flexible and controlled way by the graph connections. The integer disparities obtained after a rounding operation leads however to errors in the view prediction. We leave for future work the study of more for c ← 1 to W do 9:
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end if 35: dp ← dc 36: evolved techniques that could interpolate pixels from float disparities, as it is done in [24] . In this paper, we handle these rounding errors with the generation of residual images, as detailed in Section III.
III. GBR INFORMATION CODING
In this section, we propose a complete encoding scheme where the GBR information (color and geometry) is compressed to provide a compact description of multiview images. The geometrical errors, due to depth errors or non-integer disparities, are carefully taken into account in order to minimize the reconstructed image distortion.
A. Geometry coding
We describe first our approach to code the graph connections. As we can observe in the example of Fig. 4 , the matrix of connections for row r, Λr, is sparse. Hence, it can be coded with a small number of bits. For that purpose, we do not code directly the connection matrix Λr and rather consider a small matrix Φ of size M × 4, where M is the number of non-zero elements in all the the connection sub-matrices Λr with r < H. The matrix Φ stores all the meaningful connections which are characterized by 4 parameters. The first column of Φ contains the row indices r for each graph connection. The second column contains the column indices c, the third column contains the graph level indices, and finally, the fourth column contains the actual connection values. We then code the columns separately using first a differential operator along each of them in order to decrease the entropy, and then an arithmetic coding technique.
We illustrate the behavior of the proposed compression scheme in the lossless coding of images of an artificial dataset (called "squares 1", 190 × 190, and shown in Fig. 6 ). The data represents a 3D scene made of one plane background and multiple foreground square objects. The scene is captured by N parallel cameras such that the disparities of the objects between the viewpoints is only horizontal. The background and the foreground objects are parallel to the camera planes. The number of foreground objects, their position, their size and the integer disparity values are generated randomly. We show in Fig. 7 , the evolution of the graph geometry coding size (bits) as a function of the number of views N involved in the representation. Although the observed linear relationship only depends on the regularity of the scene and acquisition, we notice that the required number of bits increases with the number of levels. This is due to the nature of the graph construction. It reflects that GBR sends "just enough" geometry information for a given number of views to predict, and increases this geometry precision as soon as it becomes higher.
In order to decrease the coding costs, we can estimate the geometry in some views, instead of coding it for every image. Hence, we introduce the possibility of removing some images (i.e., levels) from the graph structure and interpolating them at the receiver. In this case, fewer bits are required for encoding the geometry since the number of levels is reduced. When a level is removed from the graph, the graph links are directly extended to the next level (e.g., edges connect levels 2 and 4 directly, instead of passing through level 3), and the pixel values of the level that is skipped are stored in the upper level. However, the interpolation of views at the decoder may create some distortion in the geometry. The interpolation of a view at the decoder is done by disparity compensation with the two closest received images. The two disparity-compensated estimations of the interpolated view are then merged, which results in a synthesized image with no disocclusion. Since the disparity maps are not explicitly transmitted in a GBR-based scheme, they are retrieved from the values of the connections in the graph. In other words, the GBR geometry can be used for virtual view synthesis at the decoder, similarly to what can be achieved with depth images. The choice of the number of levels L and of which levels are included in the graph is a tradeoff between the bitrate required for graph transmission, and the distortion of the reconstructed view distortion induced by view removal. In this paper, we choose L and the views with a full search algorithm that evaluates the graph size and the rendered distortion for many configurations.
B. Luminance compression and residual images
The color signal compression may benefit from the graph structure that links pixels at different levels to each other. In the proposed scheme, the reference image is encoded with traditional image coding tools. The novel pixels at every level are to be coded by traversing pixels along the graph connections. One of the interesting properties of the graph is that it links pixels that are supposed to represent two neighboring points in the 3D scene. In other words, these pixels might be correlated, which can be exploited for coding. For the current system, we use a simple differential operator along the graph. The differentiated color values are then coded using an arithmetic coder. Development of more sophisticated graph-based techniques is part of our ongoing work.
The graph introduced in the previous sections only handles integer disparities in the connections. However, the actual disparity value obtained from depth data might not always be integer and the rounding operation (see line 5 of Algorithm 1) in the graph construction brings a geometric error in the view prediction. In addition, if the initial depth map contains errors, the views predicted by geometric projection contain error too. In order to compensate for these errors, we generate residual images that correct the view prediction error and prevent error propagation through the graph levels. Compensation errors may appear on almost every part of the predicted images as illustrated in Fig. 8 . More precisely, sub-pixel precision disparity values imply a pixel corresponding to an object in the scene is not necessarily captured at integer pixel positions by two adjacent viewpoints. Therefore, when a view is predicted from another one, errors may occur. We can see in Fig. 8 that these errors may appear in every region of the image except in ones filled by the current level of the graph. However, we still build the residual at an image level with a value of zero at the location where the current level provides a new value. These residuals are coded using the JPEG2000 coder in our current implementation. In order to illustrate the role of the residual images, we build a dataset called "squares 2" (190 × 190) involving non integer disparities. The scene is made of square foreground objects with half pixel precision disparity values. As for the "square 1" dataset, the position of the foregrounds and their disparity are initialized randomly. Thus for some views a foreground object may appear at half pixel position. In this case, the pixel intensity represented in the image is the average of the foreground and background luminance values. We show in Fig. 9 the images corresponding to view I1 and I2 in the dataset, along with the residual error image of view 2, which is the difference between I2 and its estimation from I1 and the given GBR geometry information. We see that the residual error image mostly contains energy at the object boundaries, as it is also the case in the illustration of Fig. 8 .
Similarly, we also generate residual images to correct the error due to interpolation when a view is removed from the graph structure. For the interpolated views, errors may occur in any region of the image, given that the connections of the graph do not correspond exactly to the actual geometry of the scene. Therefore, these residuals are again images, coded with JPEG2000.
We have described above a complete coding scheme where we can vary the coding precision of the color signal and of the residual images, and where we can also adjust the number of levels involved in the graph representation, in order to optimize the rate-distortion performance. We are thus able to generate several rate-distortion points from low to high bitrate. The optimal rate-allocation between (a) (b) (c) Fig. 9 : Views 1 (a) and 2 (b) and residual error image of view 2 (c) after geometry prediction from GBR connections for the "squares 2" dataset. The zoomed foreground object is shown for view 2 (b). The disparities of the objects in the scene are non integer, such that error appear at object boundaries as it can be observed in (c). the different components is however a complex task. In our prototype encoder, it relies on a full search algorithm between the different compression steps of all the components. Development of coding tools better suited for these datasets, as well RD optimization techniques, are part of ongoing work.
IV. MULTIVIEW CODING EXPERIMENTS
We now evaluate the performance of our novel GBR representation technique. We consider the multiview system described in Fig. 2 and show that i) the representation of the geometry with our graph-based approach leads to more efficient compression performance than depth-based schemes and ii) the graph-based representation of the geometry provides a better control of geometry coding artifacts than commonly used approaches for depth map compression.
We first propose experiments where we measure the compressibility of the geometry signal in GBR and depth-based schemes in lossless representation scenarios, in the sense that view prediction is perfect. We focus on two views with only integer disparities in the "squares 1" dataset introduced above. We build our GBR structure on the two first images. The reference image is not compressed and no residual is transmitted. Similarly, the depth-based scheme encodes one reference image, one depth image and the color residual of view 2. The compression of the depth image is done with the lossless JPEG2000 codec [25] , while the luminance is also transmitted losslessly. We focus on the geometry rate only, and for both schemes the prediction is perfect. We first observe that the rate needed to compress the depth image is equal to 4.7 kb, while the rate for graph information is equal to 2.2 kb. Thus, the graph links provide a more compact description of the scene geometry than lossless compression of depth map images. Even though a more efficient technique could be considered for lossless depth compression, this first experiment shows that our graph obtains a good compressibility of its geometry signal, even in the lossless coding case. This case is however particular in the sense that lossless prediction only happens for very particular datasets. Moreover, coding schemes almost never operate in a lossless configurations. We next evaluate performance in lossy compression scenarios. In natural images, losses are introduced because of a) non integer disparities or depth inaccuracies as shown in Sec. III and b) geometry compression with graph reduction or depth image compression in our GBR or depth-based scheme respectively. We study now the geometry compression artifacts. We use a more complex dataset called "squares 3" (190 × 190) that contains more complex depth maps, since the foreground objects are not parallel to the camera plane, unlike in the "squares 1" and "squares 2" datasets. The positions and the depths of the foregrounds are initialized randomly. Depth images corresponding to this new dataset are shown in Fig. 10 . As the foreground objects do not have the same depth everywhere, new disoccluded pixels may appear. This is due to the fact that the foreground objects change size from one view to another. Since prediction algorithms simply project the pixels involved in a view, some additional pixels might be added to complete the view. They are handled by the residual images in the depth-based scheme, while they are simply added in the current graph level in our GBR. As in the previous experiment, we are interested in the geometry information compression only. We thus compress the geometry information with our GBR scheme, and compare this with the depth-based scheme where the depth image is encoded with JPEG2000. In both cases, we use the same encoding rate for the geometry information. As can be seen in Fig. 10 (c) , the JPEG2000 depth compression leads to significant artifacts on the resulting depth maps and thus to high compensation error (Fig. 10 (e) ). With the GBR scheme, the geometry information is more accurate (Fig. 10 (d) ), and the reconstruction results are better, as shown in Fig. 10 (f) . Similar observations can be made on natural sequence, as shown in Fig. 11 for the "sawtooth" dataset. We use the same comparison method and study the geometry compression artifacts. We compare the original depth map, the retrieved disparity map from the GBR and the compressed depth image (at similar bitrate). We observe that GBR provides better control over where to introduce losses and where to preserve geometry accuracy. More specifically, the reconstructed disparity map is piecewise constant but the edges are still sharp, in contrast to the approximation provided by JPEG2000 compression. Moreover, the level of geometry precision achieved by GBR is just enough to reconstruct the second viewpoint. We next show how these GBR properties lead to better reconstructed view quality.
We build another experiment with more images, i.e., a higher N , and extend our study of the effect of geometry compression for the GBR and depth-based representations when, this time, reference, geometry and residual are coded. We run experiments where we represent the 5 images of the "venus" dataset ( Fig. 12 (b) ) using GBR and depth-based coding schemes. We select the coding total coding rates so that we achieve the same reconstruction quality (32.93 dB) while geometry rates and color rates are kept similar in both coding schemes. In other Rate-distortion performance comparisons between the GBR system and the depth-based scheme in a IP P P P configuration for respectively (a) "squares 2", (b) "venus" and (c) "sawtooth" test sequences.
words, we vary only the rate of the residual images. We show the rate distribution in Fig. 12 (a) for the two representations. We observe that for a constant geometry and texture rate, the depth-based scheme needs to send more residual information in order to achieve the same quality. In other words, the GBR has to perform less compensation after geometry compression, which means that it controls better the effect of geometry coding. While, similar observations are done at different target qualities, GBR gains with respect to depth-based scheme are highest at medium or high bitrates. The GBR, by the nature of its construction, cannot decrease its geometry rate below the minimum amount of information that is needed for one view prediction. Thus it looses its advantage with respect to depth-based representation in this rate range. Finally, we present some rate-distortion (RD) performance evaluation results, where we compare the optimized GBR and optimized depthbased schemes in the scenario depicted in Fig. 2 . For the depth-based scheme, we consider a format of type IPPPPP, which means that a first view is transmitted along with its depth, and then, the other views are estimated iteratively by disparity-compensation using residual error data (for depth and color images). The block diagram of this scheme is illustrated in Fig. 13 . We build the GBR coder as explained before; it uses the same N images (color and depth) as the depth-based scheme. The objective for both schemes is the reconstruction of N color images. For both schemes, we simulate RD points at different quantization steps for geometry, color and residual compression. For the GBR scheme, we also vary the number of levels L ≤ N in the graph (the N − L other levels are interpolated at the decoder side). In both schemes, we have distributed the rates of geometry, texture and residual optimally in order to maximize the reconstruction quality. In particular, we retain the convex envelope of these two RD point clouds in order to present the optimal RD curves for each scheme. We present the results obtained for the "squares 2", "venus" and "sawtooth" datasets in Fig. 14 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. We see that our scheme generally outperforms the depth-based approach. This is due to the fact that GBR controls the geometry compression, which leads to reduced residual error sizes. We see however that, at low bitrates, the difference between the two schemes is smaller or that the depth approach is better for the "Venus" dataset. The simple graph compression algorithm that we have designed is still limited when the bandwidth is too small. In particular, once we have removed all the intermediary images from the graph, we cannot reduce further the rate required for the geometry information in GBR. This fixed overhead leads to less competitive behavior at low rates. However, outside of the very low bitrate regime, the GBR representation leads to improved RD performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an alternative to depth-based representations for multiview image coding. Using graphs to describe connections between pixels of different views, our method manages to represent the geometry of the scene and to avoid the inter-view redundancies. At the same time, it increases the control on geometry compression artifacts in the reconstructed images. We have proposed a complete coding scheme based on this new graph-based representation and illustrated its potential in rate-distortion performance compared to depth-based schemes. Future work will focus on the development of more effective coding strategies in order to extend the performance of this promising GBR representation of multiview images. More precisely, we will investigate how GBR can handle non-integer disparity values, and quantization errors in other to improve the performance at low bitrate.
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